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I

ndian interior designing has evidently prevailed since the times of royal rule via obvious
manifestations in the detailing of magnificent
monuments and historical structures. Nevertheless, the industry today has woken-up reaching its
zenith, giving life to empty spaces, revamping patterns, hues and structures across all forums, be it
corporate platforms, retail & commercial arenas,
homes or health spaces. Standing in all her glory
on the pedestal of becoming the world’s third largest construction market by 2030, India’s interior
designing renaissance has resulted from cross-cultural and global influences, making it one of the
most sort-after industries for a career as well as
by laymen.
However, with ever growing population trends
and squeezed spaces, the demands for more structured and compact builds are up-scaling necessities for hiring professional help, needless to
mention the tapering prices within the construction market. Thus, professional interior designers and architects enhance the best utilization of
space, with amazing designs, encapsulating fully
furnished spaces within cost-effective barricades.
The rise in these trends reflects a broader span in
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market growth indicating a whopping 60 percent
augmentation YOY. This does not deem all, as professionals aim at embracing international customs
with meeting environmental, social and ethical
balance, the interior designing industry is thriving
on a ubiquitous spree, widening its prospects and
engaging a larger audience by the day.
Shedding light on the trends and aspects of this
industry, siliconindia has enumerated ‘20 Most
Promising Interior Design Service Providers- 2018’
that enlists top-notch companies who construct and
modulate interior designing wonders and architectural amazements on par with global trends well
infused with native Indian nuances. Followed by a
thorough evaluation process, the siliconindia Editorial board, along with industry experts and acing
interior designing gurus, have listed-out forerunners within the industry who demarcate themselves
with efficient and highly-competent services, utilizing high-end technology and methods attuned
to precisely meet market and client demands. A
glance into these pages will enlighten readers with
crucial knowledge about some of the best interior
designers in the country as well as proffer an elaborate blend of diverse Interior designing trends.
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ommercial fit out solutions need a blend of
functional and aesthetic design elements, weaved
with distinctive customized traces to serve unique
requirements. These can only be delivered by
a service provider who expertly aligns with the client’s
vision, ethos, and mission. Ensemble is a PAN India leader
in workplace, commercial, and retail fit outs, and in a span
of 17 years, they’ve completed over 1000 projects. Adopting
a solutions-design-and-implementation partner approach,
Ensemble combines design and delivery expertise to
execute high-value fit outs.
Ensemble has been awarded many prestigious projects,
including 840,000 sq.ft. for Zydus Cadila (Ahmedabad), Agile
Workplaces for TCS (PAN India), 37,500 sq.ft. for Google
(Hyderabad), 650,000 sq.ft. for Believer’s Church Hospital
(Kerala), 200,000 sq.ft. for UST Global (Trivandrum),
350,000 sq.ft. for Godrej Properties (Delhi NCR), 100,000
sq.ft. for IBM (Kolkata), 15,000 sq.ft. corporate office
for Kirloskar Oil Engines (Pune), 100,000 sq.ft. global
technology center for Hindustan Unilever (Mumbai), four
towers in Adani Shantigram (Ahmedabad), 81,000 sq.ft.
for Ikon Super Speciality Hospital (Nagpur), along with
retail fit outs for Samsung, Apple, Reliance, Givenchy,
Hamley’s, Pepe Jeans, Vodafone Idea, Kenneth Cole,
Reliance Digital, William Penn, Godfrey Phillips, 2-Degrees
and many others.
Co-founded and led by Nilesh Rathod (qualified as India’s
youngest CFA) and Vikas Rathod (a maverick business
strategist), Ensemble has an advisory board of celebrated
industry leaders like David Lawther (ex CEO, ISG plc),
Maya S Sinha (PPP Consultant and ex IRS Officer), Shishir
Dalal (CA and ex-Partner-PwC), and Prashant Desai (CA,
Businessman, and ex Future Group). A debt-free company,

In the ever-evolving world
of business, workplaces and
commercial spaces need to
constantly evolve
Ensemble is also one of the largest players in luxury and
high street retail formats for design engineering, production,
and installation of retail store fit out worldwide. It runs a
125,000 square feet state-of-the-art bespoke furniture and
fixture manufacturing unit in Mumbai. Nilesh recalls when
Ensemble was mandated to deliver ten stores each month
for Reliance Digital, “We modularized the complete format
to manufacture and deliver the fixtures in knockdown
condition to over 300 locations PAN India”.

Ensemble means Executing Excellence!

Nilesh feels, “In the ever-evolving world of business,
workplaces and commercial spaces need to constantly
evolve. Ideas, solutions, products, techniques, and
execution need to merge seamlessly to provide the best-inclass environments that showcase style and elegance, and
nurture productivity, comfort, and engagement”.
Vikas says, “Ensemble strives for an earnest approach
to understand and deliver on client needs, and beyond;
advises on the best solutions, achieves cost competency,
employs the most advanced manufacturing technology,
and takes a firm approach towards timely completion of
quality projects. We keep investing resources towards
setting-up infrastructure, technology, training, and adopting
best practices to deliver customized solutions, even as we
offer great flexibility to mould with ever-changing
customer expectations”.
Ensemble is in a constant endeavor to continuously
add surpassing value to clients through a solutions-designand-implementation partner approach, achieved through
a best-in-class talent pool, advanced technology, and an
unwavering relationship of trust and responsibility.
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